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About This Game

Innocent VR immerses you in the not too distant year of 2218, where Earth has been devastated by natural disaster caused by
excessive logging and destruction of natural resources. Unknown viruses have filled every corner of the world with raging

mutated creatures. The most terrible of such viruses is known as "carbonized disease" and is the greatest threat to humanity ever
known. Infection with this disease will cause a human to carbonize from the inside out without ever rotting, or as some will put

it "coke." Embark on an adventure filled with challenging puzzles to solve, avoiding crisis and solving the riddle of this
carbonation while unlocking the mystery of these natural disasters.

KEY FEATURES

*Hollywood Visual Effects
1. Grand scenic horizons, including snowy landscapes, incredible mountains, and karst caves.

2. Fully immerse yourself in a world where the fate of humanity rests solely on you.
3. Become addicted to the sense of purpose brought to you with the mission of saving humanity.

*Ingenious Puzzle Setting
1. Designed for the core puzzle solving gamer. Dedicated mechanisms used in imaginative ways will impress you each step of

the way.
2. Solving these complicated puzzles and traps will require both intelligence and courage. Throughout this process you will gain

not only the satisfaction of solving each puzzle, but the long term gratification of truth, piece by piece.
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*Unique VR Experience
1. Blue Butterfly Time: Blue Butterfly is a skill players may acquire when first entering Storm Island. Utilizing Blue Butterfly

Time allows the player to enter bullet time, unlocking possibilities that would otherwise not exist.
2. Realistic Experiences: Experience thrilling things you otherwise would not dare to do, climb snow capped mountains and slide

through incredible caverns.
3. User Friendly: Experience a simplified gameplay, using hand tracking to intuitively operate in game objects and solve

puzzles.
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Title: Innocent VR
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
NineD Digital,Nuclear Studio
Publisher:
NineD Digital
Release Date: 12 Mar, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7/8.1/10 (64-bit versions)

Processor: Intel Core i5-4590 or AMD FX 8350 or better

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GeForce GTX 970 / AMD RX Vega 56 or better

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 10 GB available space

English,Simplified Chinese
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refunded, needs to be optimized, using a 1070 tho it runs poorly compared to other games.. tho the concept is catchy will buy
again if this gets a fix. Definitely worth the price, especially if on sale. The graphics are ok, blurry at times, with no options to
improve clarity. The puzzles are simple. The environments are worth the price of admission, with wonderful, awe-inspiring,
scale. Voice acting is good, with strange english due to game's origin, but in a funny, idiosyncratic way. Recommended simply
because it rises above the average VR game (which is not saying too much).. The game runs fine with i7 and 1070. Visually it is
beautyful, everything thing else is... bad.
The butterfly time is cool, but that beep is rough.
There is the little helper bot, but if you don't look exactly at him the whole time you can bearly hear him. Also if you look away
for too long he skipps all the dialog :(

Would play again when game is more complete.. My PC
Mainboard: ROG MAXIMUS X HERO (1003)
CPU: I7 8700K 4,3Ghz --> 5,0 Ghz OV
RAM: G.Skill 32GB DDR4 3200Mhz
GPU: GTX1080 Gainward GTH --> +20% OV
OS: Win10 64bit
VR: Oculus with Oculus Home Beta and SteamVR Beta (SS: 2.0)

I play the game without any problems with the Oculus Rift and think it's fantastic. Sound and immersion are great.
But there are a few things that bother me.

- No free movement, this should be in VR actually standart.
- Slow motion has a disturbing painful beeping.
- Eyes Robot is annoying after a short time. Again and again he fell in with commentaries while you want to enjoy the world or
if you are in the middle of a puzzle. Were nice if you could disable this in the settings.
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